Instrument Calibration
Tool Management
Preventative Maintenance

IndySoft Offers a NEW Asset Management Software package. It is very different to anything
that has ever been available before... Emphasis is on security and flexibility and it is suitable for
both large and small companies.
“Users of IndySoft software packages benefit from
years of real-world development and testing by true
professionals in the field”.
“Truly an innovator, IndySoft has a knack for
introducing new features like workflow charts in its
products that often become industry standards”.
“Existing Gauge Data with history can be imported
directly into the IndySoft program from other inferior
older applications - trouble free”.
The Main Interface offers immediate visual feedback about your equipment. From its unique
identification number and details to a full report of its history, everything is just 1-2 clicks away.

Book marks make
jumping back to
previously viewed
equipment a
snap.

View current
status and
schedule
information from
the main screen.

The main
information
screen offers
immediate visual
feedback.

Certificates,
Stickers, NonConformance
Reports and any
other document
created or
scanned during
an event is
displayed along
side the event

Detailed History
information is
provided on each
event performed
on the selected
instrument

These leading companies are just
some of the businesses who have
benefited from IndySoft Software.
Compliance to:

FDA 21 CFR Part 11.
ISO-9000.
QS-9000.
ISO 17025.
ANSI Z640.
ISO/TS 16949.
AS9100
...and more

Also has:
MS Office Integration,
Email Automation,
Supports the most popular Database
Platforms...

The use of these customer logos does not mean that these companies specifically endorse IndySoft products.

IndySoft will search your database for
assets by using the individual I.D. or any other
field. This is done at speed - an individual
asset in a database of 10,000 pieces of
equipment can be located in a second.
A list of gauges required for calibration can be
automatically emailed to the department. Any
gauge that fails calibration can also be emailed
to the department that owns it.
IndySoft will allow you to filter your equpment
search by type, location, serial number,
calibration due date and many other headers.
IndySoft also includes complete support for
tracking of equipment service/repair and has
powerful reporting capabilities, a built-in alarm
system, industry leading security and electronic
signature and sign-offs.
The networking technology allows for
connections ranging from T3 backbones all the
way down to standard 56k internet connection...

IndySoft offers what has to be the most
flexible calibration system available. Right out of
the box you are ready to calibrate your equipment
and generate certificates of calibration.
Calibrations can be performed on pass/fail basis,
sophisticated test point results or even from
embedded Excel or Word documents.
Included with the software is a Studies Module
that will allow you to perform such studies like
R&R, Linearity, Bias, Stability, Failure Logs etc.
Key Features:

Produces Calibration Certificates Automatically

Trend Analysis
Refine Calibration Intervals and predict life spans of instruments
with just a few clicks of your mouse.

Read-Only Clients
Allow read-only access and reporting of data to customers
or colleagues using nothing more than a common web
browser.

Automated Uncertainty
Set your budgets then let Gauge InSite handle the rest. Uncertainty
calculations are performed in real-time during calibrations.

Barcode Automation
Track your assets as they move about your business with
just a barcode scanner, may code types supported.

Fluke MET/CAL Import Utility add-on Module
Perform Fluke MET/CAL automated procedures, then immediately
pull those results into your equipment history.

Deployment by Onpremise or Cloud
You can chose how you want IndySoft to get delivered to
your users, onpremise or cloud via a browser .
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